
Robert Smith 
Equity Trader

PERSONAL STATEMENT

As a Equilty Trader, responsible for Providing friendly, responsing service to 
create an exceptional entertainment experience for our customers, 
verifying waivers, preparing all party areas, up selling caf items and party 
add-ons, keeping the party on their strict schedule, and cleaning party area
to accommodate the next party.

WORK EXPERIENCE

Equity Trader
ABC Corporation -   May 2014 – September 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Greeted parties and assisted customers with waiver completion.
 Prepared party guests for attractions they will be doing during the party.
 Explained all needed rules and policies for the partyResponsible for 

setting up, cleaning up, and maintaining party tables.
 Adhered to strict party timing schedule.
 Helped serve food, beverages, and cake to party guests.
 Ensured there is adequate space/seating for all party guests.
 Ensured each party receives everything included in package or any 

special requests.

Equity Trader
ABC Corporation -   2012 – 2014 

Responsibilities:

 Learned basic supply and demand in the market, understanding how 
accumulations/distribution works where competitive edge lies on a daily
basis.

 Learned to trade secondary offerings, routine market research to study 
over 100 companies having earnings in the early morning to know all 
over night information that affects our current day, block trades, bought
financing deals, Preferred and stock funds, price charts patterns.

 Learned plenty of stocks price structure as to provide insights as to 
what could have happened based on its price location, and what sort of 
probability have if place a trade to move in the direction assume it may 
move.

 Quickly place different orders to initiate a position in 2-3 seconds where 
have a higher probability to make a profit.

 Utilized a quantitative filter with the help of a programmer to set our 
own criteria for a filter to only show stocks that meet the criteria.

 Determined cause of mis-matched trades between brokers and 
custodians and work with the appropriate party to bring the trade 
details into agreement.

 This is Dummy Description data, Replace with job description relevant 
to your current role.
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CONTACT DETAILS

1737 Marshville Road, 
Alabama
(123)-456-7899
info@qwikresume.com 
www.qwikresume.com

SKILLS

MS Office, Budgeting, 
Financial Analysis, 
Internet Research, 
Management 
Experience, Business 
Operations, Training 
&amp, Development, 
Phone , Spanish, 
Presentations.

LANGUAGES

English (Native)
French (Professional)
Spanish (Professional)

INTERESTS

Climbing
Snowboarding
Cooking
Reading

REFERENCES

Reference – 1 (Company 
Name)
Reference – 2 (Company 
Name)
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Education

Bachelors - (Florida Atlantic University, College of Business - Boca 
Raton, FL)
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